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Abstract
Due to the increase in access of malicious data over the internet resources, intrusions Detection
Systems (IDSs) have become the necessary component of the computer and information security
framework. Although the field of IDSs is still developing, they are not able to detect all types of
intrusions.
New intelligent Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) which are based on sophisticated algorithms rather than current signature-base detections are in demand. This work discuss about the
ways of implementing a swarm intelligence approach to data clustering to detect intrusions. Mobile agent technology is used to initially collecting data properties. These data are evaluated by the
combining of the artificial Immune recognition system and the artificial fuzzy ants clustering systems. Our approach allows us to recognize not only known attacks but also to detect suspicious activity that may be the result on knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDDCup 1999) dataset
compared to a standard learning schema that use the full dataset.
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Introduction

The prevalent use of computers and internet has enhanced the quality of life for many people, but it
has also exposed to increasing security threats that originate externally or internally. The security of a
computer system is compromised when an intrusion takes place. An intrusion can be defined as “any
set of actions that attempt to compromise the integrity, confidentiality or availability of a resource” [1].
Different technologies have been developed and deployed to protect organizations’ computer systems
against network attacks, for example, anti-virus software, firewall, message encryption, secured network protocols, password protection, and so on. Despite Intrusion prevention techniques, it is nearly
impossible to have a completely secured system.
Various approaches have been proposed in intrusion detection systems which include statistical , Rule
based approach , Expert System approach [2], Pattern recognition approach [2, 6], Hybrid approach
[2], Artificial neural network approach [2, 4].
Compared with other approaches, a statistical analysis technique involves comparison of specific
events based on a predetermined set of criteria. The data was collected from the system and the network. This collected data was tested for attack analysis by statistical models. The models which have
been frequently used are Operational Model, Average and Standard Deviation Model, the Multivaried
Model, the Markovian Model, and the Time Series Model [2]. The analysis of threats was much laborious and time consuming because first data are collected and then different models are applied.
In this work we construct a prototype of anomaly detection model using mobile agent in the detection
stage and we use the artificial Immune recognition system and the artificial fuzzy ants clustering systems in the classification stage to find good partitions of the data.
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The proposed method

Our contribution to solving the problems of attacks on networks is evolving along two axes:

2.1

The first axis

The first concerns are to propose an intrusion detection system based on the use of the mobile agent
technology approach. We first use the mobile agent called AgentCalcul for calculating the normal profile of the network during a learning phase. Then, during a detection phase, a classifier is used to improve detection of new attacks, which is accomplished by the mobile agent called AgentPrinc.
To make the intrusion detection we need to analyze data, we have chosen for this audit system for the
data source. These are analyzed in distributed according to a behavioral approach with a frequency of
continuous (real time).

2.2

The second axis

In this axis we proceed in the classification of attacks found in the phase of detection, in which we
apply an approach of Ant based clustering algorithm defined by [5].
Data is clustered without initial knowledge of the number of clusters. Ant based clustering is used to
initially create raw clusters and then these clusters are refined using the Fuzzy C Means algorithm.
Initially the ants move the individual objects to form heaps. The centroids of these heaps are taken as
the initial cluster centers and the Fuzzy C Means algorithm is used to refine these clusters. In the second stage the objects obtained from the Fuzzy C Means algorithm are hardened according to the
maximum membership criteria to form new heaps. These new heaps are then sometimes moved and
merged by the ants. The final clusters formed are refined by using the Fuzzy C Means algorithm.
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During the experimentation, we processed about preprocessing also handle missing and incomplete
data. In second phase, feature selection using artificial Immune recognition system and optimization
artificial fuzzy ant clustering for detection group of data. In addition to this process, we manipulated
the KDD’99 data set with important attribute for processing. The preprocessing module performs the
following tasks:
1. Identifies the attributes and their value.
2. Convert categorical to numerical data
3. Data Normalization
4. Perform redundancy check and handle about null value.
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Conclusion

In this paper, a method of applying a swarm intelligence optimization for network intrusion detection
is presented. Software is implemented for the presented method, and its architecture and operations are
described in detail using high level class diagram and pseudo-code. A number of experiments have
been carried out using a benchmark data set in order to show the efficacy of the developed software.
Although the main purpose of this study is to expect for get higher classification accuracy in intrusion
detection problem.
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